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ALICE TOTAL

ALICE TOTAL IS A SOUND
INSTALLATION AS WELL
AS A CONCERT, A VIDEO
PROJECTION AS WELL AS
A LIVE PERFORMANCE

Between electronic culture, repetitive music, minimalism,
noise, and ambient: a projection of sound and visual textures
that capture and envelop. 

An aerial creation that also invokes film music, since part of
the set is devoted to the sound illustration of W.W. Young's
Alice in Wonderland, a 28-minute short film based on the
work of Lewis Caroll.

The synthesis works effectively with these burnt images
from early 1915 and creates emotion and meaning. 

Although this is not its only purpose, the set has also been
designed for non-equipped venues, such as art galleries, and
as such the technical sound and light installation can be fully
supported.

Duration: between 45 minutes and 2 hours, production: Baby
You Can Drive My Car.



BIOGRAPHIE

From a childhood spent in a jazz saxophonist's collections of
world musical instruments, the taste for improvisation and
exploration remains. I was introduced to the electric guitar at a
very early age, but my curiosity always drew me back to
literature and philosophy.

Simultaneously, different projects took place: performances of
electronic music with or without synthesizers in Parisian squats
(La Miroiterie, La Générale...) alongside many artists, among
which the visual artists Benjamin Efrati and Marin Esteban.
These projects led me eventually to perform at the Salon d'Art
Contemporain de Montrouge. 

My first experiences in alternative rock projects were with
Home & Dry (future Red Money), the model Xenia Tsvirko
(Metropolitan Agency), or Alix (future Extraa, future Hier Soir),
and they led me from club to club until the Café de la Danse.
For a while, I was a studio musician, notably for Matthieu
Hubrecht (Mhud, Les 7 Lagunes / Differ Ant). The decisive
meeting I had with Jacques Erwan (Libération, Radio France, Le
Printemps de Bourges) gave me the chance to start singing
and the opportunity to perform at Le Théâtre de la Ville. La
Batterie, Arcadi and Île-de-France Region allowed me to
develop my ideas and turn them into projects.

Winner in 2021 of the ART ZOYD STUDIOS call for projects,
which resulted in a commission from the creation centre. On
the programme, an electronic escape for analogue
synthesizers, around "Symphonie pour le jour où brûleront les
cités" by GÉRARD HOURBETTE. This work was recorded on the
IN-POSSIBLE RECORDS label and released in a boxed set with
the different versions of this piece.



RECENT WORKS

ÉTUDE ÉLÉCTRONIQUE
WITH ART ZOYD STUDIOS
Étude électronique pour le jour où brûleront les cités is a composition
commissioned by the Art Zoyd Studios creation centre, and was
published on the Symphonie tribute CD (Gérard Hourbette, Laurent
Mariusse) (In Possible Recrds / Absilone).
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